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March 1 –  

Tapped Out by Town Meeting Day 

 

TOWN MEETING DAY in Vermont is always the first Tuesday in 

March; it is the day when towns elect officials and vote on local 

spending issues. By tradition, Town Meeting Day is also the day 

when sugarmakers  hope to be done tapping their trees. March 

1st is the earliest town meeting can ever be, of course, but we 

made the  cutoff and finished tapping at 4 pm this afternoon. 

 

WEATHER: The day started out at 15 with a nippy wind, 

climbing to 25 by mid-afternoon. The old adage is ” March 

comes in like a lion and goes out like a lamb.” Today had a bite 

to it but the roar is saved for tomorrow as yet one more Arctic 

front pounces on New England. 

 

TAPPING STATUS: It is best to tap only on days when the temp 

is 20 or higher, to prevent cracking the trees while drilling the 

tapholes and because cold, stiff tubing and fingers are hard to 

work if repairs are needed. Every week has featured an Arctic front followed by a mild day or two, so 

the tapping has been on-again-off-again. 

 

Three guys got the job done in about ten days. By section, they tapped Maresan, Center Line, 

Morningside, Herbie, Keystone and the Lefts, ending up below Penn Station. 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? That March sun worked its charm, and by mid-afternoon a few young-buck 

trees ran, pretty well too. Powder snow, neck warmer pulled up over the chin, mittens stuffed with 

those handwarmer packets, and the trees dripping one-one-thousand, two-one-thousand out of the 

spout onto my tongue. Sweet! 

 

FLOODLIT: A sheen of lightly glazed snow, some places sparkly, whole patches reminding me of cells 

under a microscope crawling with unfathomable little floating entities like mitochondria or centrioles. 

 

SPOTLIT: A snowshoe step through the crust triggers a dozen tiny angular snowballs that race each 

other down the bank 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: “It’s SO BEAUTIFUL OUT.” 

 

  

The crew heads out for the final day 
of tapping. 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=15
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=15
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=28
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March 3 – Hurry Up and Wait 

 

WEATHER: The woods are buttoned up tight. Downright cold 

with a wind chill, high in the low teens, exceedingly sunny. 

 

COLD MORNING NONSENSE (Overheard): 

 I wonder what this sugar season has in store for us. 

 One of the dangers of sugar season is that you think that 

what happened last year is going to happen again this year…I 

don’t know…Is that a danger? 

 Well, it’s a potential danger although not an immediate one. 

 You know what I wish for? A sugar season with structure. 

 

TAPPING 

 Crunch of snowshoes, ten crunches to the next tree 

 Rustle of sleeve of jacket against side of jacket 

 Whir of drill is soft and decisive and over before you know it 

 Taps of the hammer: one, two, three, four, five 

 Pause, a breath 

 Lighter tap of the hammer: one 

 Zing of the Japanese hand saw 

 Chatter of chickadees 

 Sturdy grip on the curvy wooden hammer 

 Pressing of snowshoe binding against the boot 

 Wetness of sap droplet on the tongue 

 Sliding of hot stringent tea down the gullet 

 Wooliness of the inside of a Norwegian mitten 

 Brush of sun on the cheek that faces south. 

  

  

The Hillbillies - March 1 

The first taste of spring - March 1 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=31
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=86
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=87
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March 5 – Blowdown Woes 

 

Here are more photos from March 1st. The wind must have 

ripped through this one brook gully, since several healthy trees 

had broken, wreaking havoc with the tubing. 

 

You can see how the tubing disappears into the snow. The only 

way to repair it is to cut the tubing at the closest tree, pull it out 

of the snow, and reconnect it. We trim fallen boughs as needed 

with a Japanese hand saw to clear the route for the tubing lines. 

 

WEATHER (March 5): A mild 40 degree day, gray but no rain as 

forecast. It should stay warm all night. 

 

 

HOW’S THE SAP RUNNING? It just isn’t running yet; currently a 

couple of the main lines are beginning to drizzle. It may pick up 

after midnight. 

 

CLEANING SAP TANKS: Wet granular snow works the best. I throw 

a pail of snow into a tank, climb in, scour with clumps of this 

abrasive snow, then scoop it out and start again. 

 

THIS TOO IS SUGARING – Water Hose Studies 

So if I connect these two hoses, where is it I turn the water on? Oh 

yes, under the sap shed. Where is the spray nozzle? Did you see 

how the long-handled brush spins round and round? Is that on 

purpose? 

Now I’ve forgotten how to drain the line from the upper tanks. 

Didn’t we used to hang the end of the hose over the wall? What, 

I’m supposed to keep the nozzle open after I’m done with it? 

 

Could you please connect these two hoses for me? They’re just not 

lining up. 

 

So I keep this valve open and that one closed but how does it 

drain? I don’t remember disconnecting the hose down at the house    

   last year. Well, maybe you’re the one who did it most days… 

 

 

 

  

Broken by a winter wind storm 

Submerged tubing 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=38
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=40
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=41
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March 7 – Cooling the Beast 

 

WEATHER: The first blizzard of the winter for northern Vermont,  The woods are FILLED with snow, 

and some of the main lines are submerged. The snow seems white but inside it is in fact blue. When I 

poke my ski pole in about a foot deep and pull it out, the hole glows a strong cool blue. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? Due to a mild 40 degrees all of Saturday night, it actually ran for a few hours 

on Sunday before the temps plummeted. 

 

COOLING THE BEAST, by Lew Coty 

We have a new 10 hp pump, which applies a vacuum to our maple sugarbush tubing resulting in a 

greatly increase sap yield. It is a very loud, masculine, belligerent beast with a hot disposition. It 

dominates the sap shed where it lives during sugar season and need constant surveillance. Like a 

nuclear reactor it will overheat in a heartbeat if  not continually cooled with fresh water. 

  

It is March 6, and after a rather slow start to sugar season it is time to fire up the beast. The sap is 

finally starting to run and there are so many other issues demanding my attention that it is imperative 

this task be performed quickly. It should be so simple: fill the 80-gallon reservoir that holds the cooling 

water and hit the switch. But wait, whit is that puddle oozing around my feet? A closer flashlight 

inspection shows water pouring out through a cracked fitting where the drain ties into the tub. 

 

My heart sinks, as this fitting (if I ever knew what it’s called I can’t remember) is not something you are 

likely to find at the local hardware store. Why didn’t this crack reveal itself at the end of last season 

when I would have had time to deal with it? To make matters worse, this particular fitting is an odd-

sized 1 1/4″ and is in a very retricted spot where a standard-sized substitute wouldn’t fit anyway.  

 

Furthermore, it is a Sunday, which means closed supply stores. Unfotunately, sugar season could care 

less about Sunday being a day of rest. Trying to collect sap without vacuum when it is running like this 

could mean the loss of at least a thousand dollars over a 24-hour period. Running that hot-tempered 

beast without a coolant is not an option. It is at times llike this when the immediacy of sugar season 

can be overwhelming. 

 

I am not about to let a small drain hole ruin my day. This problem will be, must be, fixed with 

whatever I can get hold of, even if it means sitting there using my hand as a plug. Searching hopefully 

for a less radical solution, Jake says he thinks the hardware store is open today with shortened hours. 

Calling them I ask sheepishly if they stock an I-don’t-know-what-it’s-called fitting – as if I didn’t already 

know they wouldn’t have one. Two trips later, burdened down with an array of threaded fittings, 

pipe nuts, gasket material, and state-of-the-art sealant that seems to cost as much as the new pump, I 

am ready to create my own fitting. Alas, the standard thread length is too short to accept rubber 

gaskets on the thick-walled tub. Getting desperate, I imagine contact-cementing a rubber piece over the 

hole, but know that would be short-lived, so close to the vibrating beast. This stupid little 2″ hole was 

really getting on my nerves when, BINGO, I suddenly thought of tapping the hole to accept 

a standard, in-stock male pipe fitting. 

 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=105
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In the early afternoon, as I reassemble the pieces, the temperature quickly drops below freezing, which 

effectively shuts off the run and negates the satisfaction of my problem-solving. The Lord seems intent 

on keeping sugarmakers humble. 

 

EDITOR’S NOTE: According to Webster, the verb to tap means, Definition no. 7: “to cut threads on 

the inner surface of (a nut, pipe,etc.).” One does this with a tool called a tap(noun). To cut threads on 

an outer surface, like on a screw or bolt, one uses a tool called 

adie (noun). 

  

March 10 Peek-a-Boo 

 

THE STORM knocked out our phone for a couple of days, thus no 

blog updates. 

 

WEATHER: Tuesday was brilliantly sunny and below freezing. On 

Wednesday the temp warmed to 35 by mid-afternoon – no need for 

a hat -then dropped to the high 20′s. Today it’s snowing a soggy 

thick snow, temp around freezing. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? No sap yet. 

 

March 11 – Sap’s Running! 

 

WEATHER: Steadily in the thirties, fairly dry all day but currently 35 

and raining hard, wind from the southeast, finally warm long enough 

to loosen things up. Rain and winds from the south and east tend to thwart a run but we’ll see. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? We started collecting sap at 2 pm. The tanks in the sap shed are full and the 

upper tanks are filling up. The adrenaline is running too. We’ll have to decide by midnight or so when 

to start concentrating sap. If it keeps running well it will be a long night and an early morning. 

 

THE DAY’S DILEMMAS: How to prime the vacuum pump (“I know it’s something simple but it has 

been a year and I never wrote it down.”) 

 

What to do about the frozen line to one of the upper tanks. How to retrieve the screw that fell 

through a narrow slat. Who to call for extra help tomorrow. 

 

WHAT’S THE CREW UP TO? After ten days off, they strapped the snowshoes back on and trudged or 

wallowed through sodden snow up one main line and down the next, checking for vacuum leaks. 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: “The snow pack will be ripening all day.” 

 

  

Peek-a-boo 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=48
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=121
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=49
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March 12 – First Day of Boiling 

 

WEATHER: It didn’t freeze til between 6:00 and 7:00 am, so the sap ran all night, then shut off for a 

couple hours and resumed running at 8:30 am. The temp hovered around 35 all day; currently at 

11:00 pm it’s holding at 32 and the sap is running anemically. 

 

BOILING STATUS: We started concentrating sap with the reverse osmosis machine at 4:00 am and lit 

the fire in the arch around 8:30 am and boiled for twelve hours or so, saving some sap for tomorrow. 

 

FIRST DAY DELIGHTS: 

 First steam on the face 

 First whiff of maple 

 First cup of tea brewed with sap 

 First sighting of the neighbors since Christmas 

 First surge of euphoria 

 

FIRST DAY DISMAY: 

 Crucial brass fitting sprang a leak and sap gushed everywhere when the line was disconnected and a 

new valve installed. 

 Crucial tank of water needed for cleaning and cooling our high-tech equipment got completely 

siphoned off by a hyperactive overflow drain. 

 A crucial pump got clogged but there was no way to shut off the run to enable cleaning it, so we 

took the gamble of letting the sap back up in the mainlines for thirty minutes and it worked. 

 Two hydrometers broke. 

 Filter press froze up. 

 

EVENING SUGARHOUSE CHATTER: The rock fans got to talking about what Jimi Hendrix and his 

band wore during their early morning performance at Woodstock. 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY, spoken by our rookie stoker from D.C.: “So far the best part of the job is the 

smell.” 

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=127
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March 14 – Highest Tree in the Bush 

 

“The Birthday Candles” is  our highest tree at 1700 plus feet. The 

elevation of the sugarhouse is 850 feet. The crowns were still in the 

sun at 6:00 pm now that the clocks have changed. 

 

SUNDAY SYNOPSIS: The sap ran all night again Saturday night. Due 

to RO problems we didn’t start boiling until 4 pm and boiled til 

4:00 am. The run shut off late evening and we boiled every drop of 

sap left in the tanks since we anticipated a hard freeze that never 

happened. 

 

CROP TALLY: 370 gallons, all Fancy. 

 

SAP SWEETNESS: Over the weekend, it read at 1.9 percent. This 

means that 98.1 percent of the sap was water. One local sap 

connoiseur described the weekend sap as tasting negative, not a bad 

negative, just negative, the way marzipan tastes negative. “Well then, what do you think of the 

syrup?” “Delicious!” Today’s sap read at 2.3 percent. It is typical of early (and late) season sap to be 

weaker (below 2 percent) and I have not tried to understand why. 

 

HOW THE CREW REVIVES AT 3:00 AM: Drinking shots of apple cider vinegar. I suggest that those 

with delicate stomachs dilute the vinegar with sap or water. 

 

TODAY’S WEATHER: Pristine sugaring day: clear, crisp, warm sun and a northwest wind. High was 34 

degrees. The sap pounded in mid-day and abruptly shut off around 5:00 pm as the temp dipped. This 

evening the temp has actually drifted down from the 31-34 range it has been stuck in for three days. 

 

PROJECT: Plumbing a vent for the permeate tank (this holds the permeate water that gets squeezed 

out of the sap by the RO machine) so that the water will no longer be siphoned off. 

 

LINGERING LYRICS FROM THE BOOMBOX AT 4:00 AM CLEANUP: I’ll be your role model even 

when your role model’s gone.” 

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=44
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=45
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March 15 – Hard Lesson to Learn 

 

WEATHER: Just gorgeous, a day of bright sun and strong shadows on the snow, low last night 11 

degrees, high today 40, calm. 

 

SAP STATUS: We went into the day with 2400 gallons of sap from yesterday. It ran well all afternoon 

and the run is not choking off as quickly as it did yesterday. 

 

THE PLAN GOING INTO TODAY: To turn on the RO at 3:30 am and start boiling by 9:00 am. 

WHAT WENT WRONG: 

 The alarm never went off at 3:30 am. By 5:00 am the line carrying sap from the sapshed to the 

sugarhouse was frozen. Was it already frozen at 3:30? 

 At 11:00 the line was still frozen so we tried to thaw it with blow torches and melted a hole in the 

PVC pipe. 

 Meanwhile, we wanted to turn on the vacuum pump, but the hose used to cool the pump was 

frozen. 

 We ran another hose up to the sapshed and a copious leak developed at a fitting joint. 

 Got busy cutting out the hole in the pipe and splicing in a new section. 

 Replaced a gasket on the fitting but it still leaked. 

 The run was really picking up by this time. 

 Got the splice done but still the line was frozen, so out came the blow torches again. 

 After much tinkering the hose fitting held and the vacuum pump went on. 

 The chief technician cut his head on the low-hanging metal roof in the splicing area and blood 

trickled all the way down his face, but never mind. 

 At last the sap thawed and the RO went on. 

 

WE NEVER DID BOIL TODAY. 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: “These problems just don’t go away; they sit there and haunt you.” 

 

FLOODLIT: Firm, dimpled snow in the woods and in the meadows. 

 

SPOTLIT: Snow wells forming around the base of each tree. 

 

March 16 – A Clement Day 

 

 

WEATHER: Low last night of 29; high today of 34; overcast. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? The sap trickled until 3:00 am and then froze up. Even when the temp rose 

above 32 the sap didn’t run, but after a few spasms of ice sputtering from the lines it ran quite well 

during the afternoon. This evening it’s starting to pound in. 

 

BOILING STATUS: We concentrated sap during the night, fired up the arch at 7:30 am, and got ahead 

of the sap around 6:00 pm. The day proceeded without a hitch!!! 

 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=137
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=141
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CROP TALLY: Today we made 235 gallons of Coty Classic for a total of 605 gallons. 

 

VOCAB ENRICHMENT: Chatting about the weather, someone commented that today would be 

inclement weather since rain was forecast. So we wondered if clement was a word. We don’t say the 

adjectives couth or shevel or kempt without their prefixes, so what about clement? Someone 

ventured that clemency is granted by kings to their enemies, so the word does exist as a noun. 

 

According to the dictionary, the synonym of clemency is mercy, and there is such a thing as 

clemency, or mildness, of the weather. AND, clement is an adjective meaning, predictably, merciful, 

or mild, as of the weather. 

 

Clement is also a boy’s name and the feminine form is Clementine. 

 

THE SUPPER SCENE: Nine of us from the neighborhood line up along the back bench to eat soup and 

muffins as the boil dies down. Then, quick, let’s clean this place up! Someone pops Graceland into the 

boombox. Everywhere you look something is sticky or streaked with sugary spilled syrup: the sides of 

the pans, the draw-off pail, the dumping station, the canning station, the floor, the filter press, the 

inside of the pans, door knobs. Like a communal form of the Cat-in-the-Hat, the place is scrubbed and 

tidy in no time, and the owners return from other duties to a sugarhouse in tip-top shape. 

 

March 17 and 18 – The Deluge 

 

WEATHER: 50 degrees in the shade both yesterday and today, no freezing nights since Monday night. 

Yesterday was the sort of day that if I had only ten trees I’d be inspired to get out there and tap them. 

Impossible to stay indoors, but today it seems disconcertingly warm. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? We can scarcely keep up with the run. 

 

KEEPING UP: It used to be the evaporator that struggled to keep up with a wallop of a run. In these 

modern times, it’s the reverse osmosis machine that either keeps up or doesn’t. We run the sap through 

it on its way to the evaporator. What’s left after 80% of the water has been squeezed out is a lot 

easier to store than the straight sap. We shut the RO down every four hours for cleaning and that is 

when a run like this one can get ahead of us. No tanks have overflowed yet… 

 

CROP TALLY: We made 325 gallons yesterday, more than we made total in some of our early years. 

Grand total going into today is 930 gallons. 

 

MACRO: A sunny spring day. 

 

MICRO: A member of the stoking crew-tall, blonde, wearing a red plaid shirt-lying on his back on the 

picnic table. 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY (to borrow a phrase) I gotta get back to work. 

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=126
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March 21 – Catching Up 

 

TO CATCH YOU UP: On Friday, March 19th, the tanks never did overflow because the run 

slowed down and finally shut off at 2:00 am when the lines froze. 

 

SATURDAY SYNOPSIS: Mostly sunny but brisk, high of 33 degrees, froze early and hard. The sap ran 

midday. 

 

SUNDAY SYNOPSIS: Everyone was talking about Saturday night’s enormous full moon in a cold clear 

sky. The sun felt strong despite temps in the low 30′s, and the sap ran about the same as Sat. 

CROP TALLY: Friday, 252 gallons; Saturday, 143 gallons; Sunday, 150 gallons. We have boiled seven 

days now for a grand total of 1475 gallons. 

 

TODAY, MONDAY, MARCH 21: Temp 28-30, snowy. 

 

SUGAR-ON-SNOW: We served this all weekend during our Open House. If you would like to try it at 

home follow these steps: 

 Boil water in a pot with your thermometer to test the boiling temp of water.  

 Add twenty degrees. This temp will be your rough guide for heating the syrup. 

 Pour syrup into a pot to the depth of one inch, minimum. 

 Add an almond-sized chunk of butter, to keep the syrup from boiling out of the pan. 

 Heat the syrup on moderate heat. Do Not Stir. 

 Set up a small bowl of snow for testing. The thermometer will indicate when you are approaching 

the right consistency, but spooning some syrup onto the snow will help you more. 

  If the syrup sinks, it is not ready; if it holds together on top of the snow, looking shiny, and can be 

scooped up with a fork, it is ready to pour. 

 Pour or spoon the syrup onto your snow in skinny threads or artsy blobs and dig in. 

 Serve with pickles. I buy whole kosher dill pickles. This part sounds odd, but the pickles cut the 

sweet. 

 

FLOODLIT: All the doors to the sugarhouse open and people milling about inside and outside. 

 

SPOTLIT: A passel of three-year-olds in hats and rubber boots ambling out of the evaporator room, 

holding dixie cups of warm syrup in a toasting stance, never spilling a drop. 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: The world is very big and wise and intelligent. 

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=148
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March 22 – Bundling Up to Boil 

 

WEATHER: One degree above the freezing point at the house this afternoon and the lower taps ran 

like crazy for a few hours. Greasy new snow coats the tree trunks, the picnic table, the steps to the sap 

shed. 

 

A DAY OFF? We thought so until 3 pm when we noticed that the lower sap tanks were nearly full. We 

had some sap left from the weekend, so it was time to get hopping. The decision to boil turns on a 

switch inside a sugarer who one moment feels lethargic and the next moment peppy and purposeful. 

 

IT COULD HAVE BEEN CHRISTMAS; By late afternoon, the outdoors resembled one of those 

paperweights you shake to make it snow. Melting snow from the cupola, where the hot steam escapes 

the sugarhouse, dripped insistently onto the lower roof. We warmed our hands near the smoke stack 

and buttoned up the top button on our woolen jackets. (As I write we are still boiling.) 

 

FIVE-DAY BUBBLE TOUR: Day One, The Back Pan Bubbles: After a stoke they erupt into geysers 

closest to the middle of the arch where the fire is hottest. A divider splits the back pan into two 

lengths. After a stoke we drop butter into the side closest to the finish trough; when we skip this step, 

the foam froths up and spills over the edge of the pan. The butter calms down the foam on the one 

side and then the calmness spreads to the other side. When the fire is burning well, the geysers 

maintain a loud, low-pitched rumble; if the pans get quiet, we know it is time for another stoke. The 

back pan bubbles race continually toward the smoke stack at the back of the arch. Their gargly 

rumble has more P to it than S. 

 

P.S. SUGAR-ON-SNOW: If you do not have snow in your locale, I think crushed ice would suffice. 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: I’m gonna do a little sugarin’. 

 

March 24 – A Tease 

 

WEATHER: Sunny and 30 degrees Wednesday, sunny and 32 degrees midday Thursday, with a biting 

northwest wind. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? The sun felt so warm yesterday it seemed likely that the trees would defy the 

thermometer and run anyway. They did not run, but today they ran midday at a mere 32 degrees and 

kept running until the temp dipped to 28. We collected about 1000 gallons of sap, not enough to boil. 

 

RETURN NEGATIVE PHASE OF THE NORTH ATLANTIC OSCILLATION: That is the meteorological 

term for the weather pattern we are currently in. The jet stream has dipped and cold air is locked in 

for another week or so. The last week in March and the first week in April are historically important 

weeks for sugaring; we are missing some prime dates. 

 

FIVE-DAY BUBBLE TOUR: Day Two, The First Trough. Fresh sap continually entering the back pan 

pushes the older sap along, and from the further side of the back pan the older sap flows into the first 

trough of the front pan. The sap now has front pan status; by the time it reaches the fourth trough it 

will be nearly thick enough to call syrup. 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=151
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=159
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We tend to ignore the first trough because it minds its own business; the sap in it is still thin. Besides, 

we can’t see it from the fourth trough where we’re drawing off syrup because the steam is so thick. Its 

white bubble-beads race over the foamy surface toward the firebox end of the evaporator. 

The side troughs, first and fourth, are slower to boil when we first fire up because the sides of the arch 

are still cold. Later when the first trough dies down it often indicates that the fire needs tending. 

 

THURSDAY FROM TREE NUMBER ELEVEN (out of fourteen trees on a tubing line joined to 

Centerline: 

 Raucous raven calls in groups of four 

 At the base, a loose-fitting collar of lacy snow 

 The low side of the tree is one foot below the high side. 

 A whiny squawk and some commotion in a spruce tree 

 Brushing the tree sideways just above the snow, a softness 

 Moss, mostly green, like crisscrossing runners of prayer flags 

 

 

March 25 – Less of a Tease 

 

WEATHER: The predicted wintry day. 

 

THE WOODS BECKON; THE MEADOWS BECKON. Since the sap isn’t running, the crew goes cross-

country skiing, and because the big snow of two weeks ago firmed up into a magic carpet, the skis 

skim the surface with little exertion. The late March sun works the powder by day; the afternoon 

shadows freeze it into “sun crust” that can complicate downhill turning. Day by day the snow corns up 

into “sugar snow”. 

 

FIVE-DAY BUBBLE TOUR: Day Three, The Second Trough. These are the Good Dog bubbles. 

Unlike the bubbles in the third and fourth troughs (wait for Day Four and Day Five) the Good Dog 

bubbles stay in their trough; they don’t try to escape into their neighbors’ troughs. Smaller than 

marbles, knit together, dimpled, they chase toward the firebox like all the others, but obediently so. 

 

FRIDAY, from Tree Number Eleven: 

 Kneeling on the snow, I can reach my arms around the base and just touch my fingers. 

 Fingers catch on a cornice of bark. 

 Spatter-painted dabs of white on the bark 

 Flakes of loose lichen brush off with a hand stroke and collect like shavings of chocolate on the 

snow. 

 Broad well of melted snow around the base, 8″ deep and a yard across 

 The raven 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: Is not impermanence the very fragrance of our days?  – Rilke 

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=164
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March 26 – Much less of a tease 

 

WEATHER: Just a wintry day with no chance of a run. We lit a fire in the arch today to melt the ice 

(frozen sap) in the back pan before it bursts the flues, which are the skinny channels dropping down 

from the surface of the back pan. 

 

SATURDAY, from my tree, Eleven: 

 The raven calls once and then is silent. 

 Spatter-painted dabs of pale green on the bark, the size of a nickel to the size of a map of Asia. 

Pittsburgh Paint (or a competitor) sells this color as Andes Fog; I know because one year I painted a 

houseful of plywood floors in Andes Fog and felt quite pleased about it since it did not show the 

dirt, although my many critics thought it cold, or worse. On Eleven, Andes Fog appears elegant and 

feels satiny. 

 Eleven’s terrain slopes to the southeast, directly toward the Worcester Mountains. 

 Here is a closed taphole on the uphill side of the tree, its scar tissue protruding like puckered lips. 

 But why was Eleven tapped so low that year? The hole lies below the level of the tubing line. Did 

we hang a bucket here way back? 

 

March 28 – Still Waiting 

 

WEATHER: Another very cold night and a clear but nippy day. Nonetheless, the snow banks are 

receding from the power of the late March sun. 

 

MONDAY from Eleven: 

 Erratic patches of a grey lichen gripping the bark like caricatures of webbed feet 

 She’s grown straight all these years, dividing 2/3 of the way up into two straight, similar trunks. 

 Geese? I think I hear them, but I cannot see them. 

 A twig protruding at eye level, about a foot long, forking into two towards the tip. 

 The rattle of beech leaves on a sapling five feet away, nodding Yes – and No. 

 Nothing of the raven except a sweep of its shadow across the snow at my feet. 

 

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=169
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March 30 – Action! 

 

HACKING FROZEN SAP: 

It’s rough to go without sap in the house for drinking or 

making tea, but the sap shed is not far away. 

 

WEATHER: Sunny and calm, and at last it’s above freezing, 

all the way to 40 today (low last night 30) and the temp 

this evening is currently dropping through the 20′s. 
 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? Very well all afternoon, and the run 

choked off around 8 pm as the temp dipped, just the way it 

should. 

 

BOILING STATUS: We’ll concentrate sap during the night 

and get going early in the morning. 

 

NEWS FROM THE WOODS CREW: Lots of tubing is 

disconnected at the joints due to the frost. The sap must have run a little on those cold sunny days, but 

since the lines were frozen it had nowhere to go, and considerable pressure built up in the lines. Caps 

went winging off into the woods, lines fell apart at the fittings, and drop lines fell off the taps. 

 

WEDNESDAY, Action at Eleven: 

 Walking up to Eleven, I can HEAR the sap running in the mainline. 

  Sap bubbles coursing through Eleven’s line, doing about 50. It’s impossible to notice anything else. 

 Around the base, old brown leaves where there recently was snow. 

 6 pm: No wind, no sun, no raven. 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: Did you find a lot of stubbies popped off? 

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=188
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March 31 – Best Run Yet 

                                

WEATHER: 28 degrees at 7 am, high of 42, 

overcast, T-shirt weather after the cold snap. 

There’s an April feel to the day, probably 

from the light. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? At 11:00 am there 

was such a torrent of sap pouring into the 

pump room that the release pump couldn’t 

keep up, so we turned off the vacuum pump 

and stood there and watched. The Keystone  

2″ dry line, set up primarily to transport air 

and not sap, was running full. Apparently an 

ice dam in the lines forced the sap into the dry 

lines. This occurs frequently at the beginning of a day’s run, but the sheer volume of sap today had us 

gaping. 

 

The dam broke, the vacuum went back on and the flow evened out, but nine hours later the run is still 

a gusher and the temp is still well above freezing. 

 

BOILING STATUS: Going strong, up past two hundred gallons already today, the lightest syrup to 

date. 

 

SAP SWEETNESS: 2.4 % 

 

FIVE-DAY BUBBLE STUDY: Day Four, The Third Trough. These are racier bubbles – watch out. After a 

stoke, the entire trough of marble-bubbles is prone to swelling and spilling over both ways, into the 

second and fourth troughs, indicating a strong hot fire. They may dilute the syrup in the finish trough; 

a swipe of the butter stick calms them down for a spell. This is the sap that’s up next in the finish 

trough, and since we don’t want it to turn into syrup ahead of its time it bears watching. 

THURSDAY at Eleven:  

 Lacy twigs at the crown, branching like arms in a gesture of hospitality: Welcome Home. 

 Pointy tips of the twigs, no evidence of buds 

 Circumnavigating the trunk, I count eleven healed tapholes from previous springs and one small slit 

still healing. 

 This year’s tap is on the south side, six feet above the ground. 

 What a lot of snow has melted since yesterday! Here is a decaying branch lying on bare ground at 

the base of Eleven. 

 Sap bubbles, chugging at about 50 again today. 

 

MAPLE SUGAR BISCUIT SEASON: Today I poured hot syrup from the sugarhouse into a baking dish, 

dropped pecans and biscuit dough on it and baked it. The season’s first. 

 

  

Working at the front pan 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=218
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April 1 and 2 – River of Sap 

 

WEATHER: It’s all a blur. I know 

it dropped to the freezing mark Thursday 

night and the sap ran all night; I know it 

just barely froze Friday night and the sap 

run choked off. I don’t know if it will 

freeze tonight but the sky is quite clear 

which bodes well. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? We’re learning 

what a real run looks like with 9000 taps. 

With the vacuum pump on as usual, the 

pump that directs the sap to one tank or 

another could not keep up, so we turned 

off the vacuum pump and still had 

problems. We lost sap. I think every single tree must be running today. 

 

CROP TALLY: I predict that by midnight we’ll be approaching 2400 gallons, all light syrup. 

 

FIVE-DAY BUBBLE TOUR, Day Five: The Fourth Trough (or Finish Trough).These are the bubbles 

that transfixed me forty years ago and still do; simultaneously they dimple and pucker. The puckers 

swell into transparent domes that gently go Pop. Every grade of syrup looks different in the finish 

trough; the fancy we’ve been making lately has the whitest, most subtle bubbles a sugarmaker can 

hope for. 

 

SATURDAY at Eleven: 

 Why is this tree so furry with moss? Mounds of it, like fuzzy caterpillars, grow around this year’s 

taphole and all the way up the trunk. 

 The dry sound of a nail file when I rub a finger over a mound. 

 Eleven has six neighbors within twenty feet of her, all roughly peers. 

 

SMALL NEWS FROM THE SUGARHOUSE: 

 A team of two stokers clocked a stoke at an impressive 1:50. 

 J got his first hole-in-one (a perfect draw of syrup into the pail). then he got another: “I feel it; I’m 

one with the arch.” 

 Says one stoker to another: “The object is to make syrup, right?” 

  

  

  

What is this? 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=207
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April 3 –  

Au Coeur de la Saison 

 

WEATHER: You know it is the heart of 

sugar season when the forecast has no 

import. There is sap to boil down and that’s 

that. Today was so thoroughly sugar 

weather that I wanted to bottle it up and 

store against the summer heat waves: 

strong sun, chilly northwest wind, snow and 

mud, and, lucky for us and for all who 

stopped by, that incomparable maple 

aroma. 

 

CROP TALLY: Going into today, 2449 

gallons, all Fancy except for 50 gallons of 

Medium Amber. 

 

GETTING IN SHAPE: You might be in shape 

for downhill skiing but not for bicycling, or in shape for yoga but not for tennis, or in shape for a 

running marathon but not for a sugaring marathon. The core sugaring crew of four is collectively 

hitting its stride, but the line is thin between this and falling off the track. Knowing when to keep 

moving and when to pause is a requisite skill; food and drink are practical substitutes for sleep ( don’t 

forget the vinegar); for motivation to persist just notice and smell the Fancy syrup bubbles. 

 

THE LATE AFTERNOON ARCH OF SUGARHOUSE TOPICS: 

 Fishing techniques used by the commercial boats in the Bering Sea 

 The relative merits or wind vs. solar power for individual dwellings 

 Quartz monzonite – found in the San Gabriel Mts., did I get this right? 

 If the old syrup pail holds five gallons, does the new one hold three or four? 

 Rock climbing on granite, basalt, schist 

 The story line of Puccini’s Madame Butterfly 

 

MUSIC TO BOIL BY: Bruce Springsteen and the Sessions Band singing Pete Seeger songs 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: Pail!!! 

 

  

Tamping down the fire before a stoke 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=222
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=222
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April 4 – Catching Up 

 

SAP STATUS: For the first time since last 

Wednesday we have under 2500 gallons of 

sap left in the tanks. 

 

WEATHER: Snow, rain, dreariness outdoors, 

coziness indoors by the arch. A poor run. 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: This time of year it’s 

hard to let your energy sink down; all the 

impetus is upward. 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

April 5 – This Too Is Sugaring 

 

It lies across the back pan. As the sap passes 

through the coils before flowing into the 

back pan, the steam warms it from 40 

degrees to nearly boiling. 

 

WEATHER: Snowy, 35 degrees. Another 

boiling day, sap very clear. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

ARCHIVAL JOURNAL ENTRY, APRIL 5 2001: A Day at the Motor Shop 

If it hadn’t been for a pump that L couldn’t fix I’d never have visited Williamstown Electric Motor. To 

get there one leaves I-89 and drives down, down toward the broad valley south of Barre. Then one 

turns onto a small road which quickly turns to dirt – rather, mud – and winds up, down and around, 

past fields, stately maples and modest ranch houses. Then there’s the sign, surprisingly large for these 

parts, but to me a large relief. I wasn’t expecting a reputable repair shop to be so far out in the sticks. 

There was scarcely room to park by all the pickup trucks. 

 

 

The Preheater 

 

Another view of the preheater. 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=226
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=230
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I announced my mission and the young man in the office yelled Dad!, and out of the cavern of this 

windowless metal structure responded Lenny who said to come right in, he’d been expecting me, he’d 

look at the motor right away since he knew the sap was running and wouldn’t wait. It was clear Dad 

was The Boss. 

 

We walked to the back corner where three young men, each with a motor, were turning it this way 

and that, reaching for a tool from the red Snap-On cabinets: screwing, twisting wires, hammering. I 

had entered the realm of men and machines. 

 

(to be continued tomorrow) 

TUESDAY and Snowing at Eleven: 

 Numbing of my hands lightly pressing on cold wet bark 

 Rush of Miller Brook across the valley: spring run-off 

 Ring of wet matted leaves exposed around Eleven’s base 

 Sap bubbles in the tubing line doing about 20 

 

SUGARMAKERS’ SAYING: 

 

Wind from the north, sap flows forth; wind from the south, sap is drouth; wind from the east, sap 

flows least; wind from the west, sap flows best. 

 

April 8 – Too much sap all at once 

 

Yesterday’s photo was of the inside of the blue 

tube that appears in the upper right hand corner of this 

photo. You can see the sap pouring from that tube into 

the big blue tub we call the release tank. 

 

MORNING CRISIS: The sap started to run at 9:00 am 

this morning after a hard freeze last night. Since the 

lines were still frozen, the sap was forced to run down 

the hill through the dry lines. Meanwhile, the ice in the 

lines began to break up and a torrent of ice and sap 

belched into the tube and tank, overwhelming the 

pump that sends the sap to one of the big holding tanks. The sap had to go somewhere; it flooded the 

overflow unit until we got busy bailing it out, and it violently leaked out the tight cover of the release 

tank in the photo. One person bailed, the other vacuumed up the flooded floor. An hour later the 

flow settled down to a steady hard run. 

 

WEATHER: Warmer today, probably 45. Will it freeze tonight? Hot weather is on its way. 

 

BOILING STATUS: We’re boiling and still making Fancy grade syrup. 

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=272
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April 6 – Copper Snakes 

 

WEATHER: Glittering bluebird morning, NW wind, 

temp ranging from 30 to 32 degrees all day. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? It ran hard for a few hours 

despite the cold, but not well enough for us to boil. 

ARCHIVAL JOURNAL ENTRY, APRIL 5, 2001: A 

Day at the Motor Shop, cont. 

 

One guy was working on a brick-red cylinder that 

Lenny told me was for cutting slate. How the guy 

knew what to do with it I couldn’t imagine. I stood 

a few feet away as Lenny pried open my motor, 

studied the wires, plugged the motor into several 

different sockets on the wall that all meant 

something to him. I liked his unwrinkled face and 

the spring in his voice. His walk wasn’t springy but 

it wasn’t heavy either. Smooth, like his forehead. 

And it was clear he had a plan, but it would take 

time to follow the diagnostic steps. 

 

Electric motors driving our sugaring operation 

include the vacuum pump, the release pump, the 

three pumps in the RO room, the filter press pump 

and the blower pump under the arch. Support 

motors include the power carpentry tools, the 

dishwasher and the clothes washer. My own human 

motor is no less baffling. 

 

Inside a motor is an open cylinder, a nest of copper pipes, sometimes alarmingly large, like the nest of 

the motor not far from where I am standing. The innards of the modern world. Like snakes that live all 

their lives in the dark – copper snakes these were. 

 

The book Zen and the Art of Motorcycle Maintenance categorizes human minds into two groups, 

romantic or classical. It’s the classicals, like these motor repair guys, who hold it all together for the rest 

of us. 

(to be continued tomorrow) 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: Up in the woods, the way it feels, you can just tell winter is fighting a losing 

battle. 

 

 

  

Yesterday 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=260
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April 7 – Today’s the day 

 

This tube is the first receptacle in the sap shed 

for sap flowing out of the woods. 

 

TODAY’S THE DAY to play hookie from school 

and hang out at the sugarhouse. A nine-year-old 

neighbor did just that on this finest of fine days 

- bright sun, 20 last night warming to 40, a nip 

in the air, no wind. We all know a day like 

today may not come again this sugar season. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? An excellent hard 

run. We’ll be boiling late. 

 

SAP SWEETNESS: It has dropped to about 2 percent. 

 

NEWS FROM THE WOODS CREW: The guy who was walking the Herbie main lines saw some 

movement at the crest of the hill. “For a split second I thought they were mules,” he said, “the way 

they pointed their ears to listen and stare.” Probably a cow and calf moose, antlerless and relatively 

small, they stared down J for five minutes and then kept moving along the main line. As he followed 

them they pushed over the main line in one place and seemed to intentionally step on the lateral lines, 

so he fixed up the lines, pausing for a second stare-down, and eventually losing them at the top of H-

6. 

 

ARCHIVAL JOURNAL ENTRY, APRIL 5, 2001: A Day at the Motor Shop 

And everyone seemed happy. Several grown sons, louder and more relaxed than Lenny, came and 

went; young children of theirs played about as the mothers also came and went. A teenage boy just 

home from school cheerfully spread kitty litter on the oil spots. Men who seemed to be regulars also 

came and went. Lenny’s wife stood in the sunny parking lot watching her grandchildren play. 

I left the motor with Lenny. Got home - where L had ordered a new motor just in case - to a phone 

message from Lenny that he had fixed the old one after all. Drove ninety minutes back to 

Williamstown, chewing gum to stay awake. It seemed like a shorter drive through the mud this time. 

AND EVERYONE SEEMED HAPPY in the sugarhouse today, all ten of us. 

 

QUOTE FOR THE DAY: Hanging out in the sugarhouse is like sitting around a campfire. 
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April 11 – Phew 

 

Firstly the blue tube, secondly the release tank, 

and thirdly, 

 

the sap tank. 

BREATHLESS: Tonight is the fourth night without 

a freeze, and the sap keeps coming, at times 

urgently, at times laggardly; as the sap gained 

momentum the blog lost it. 

 

WEATHER: T-shirt weather all weekend, first in 

the fifties, and then up to 60. Currently, it is 56 

degrees with more thunderstorms forecast for tonight. 

 

TODAY technically began with wee-hour boiling as we caught up with the sap at last, at last. The 

official day began with a thunderstorm and a call to get outside to shovel and pick-axe ditches for 

runoff water. Two feet of water had banked up against the house due to an iced-over culvert. Water 

was running in all the wrong places, not just here but statewide, apparently. So exciting! 

 

DAY EIGHTEEN OF BOILING: That was yesterday. The grade drops every day. 

 

BUBBLE UPDATE: Fancy bubbles are subtle, but dark syrup bubbles resemble rolling, molten lava, even 

in the third trough. 

 

Monday from Eleven: Her buds have swelled so much since my last visit, looking like tiny fingers 

opening out at the tip of the twigs. 

 

SO WHEN WILL IT END? This topic is the source of endless speculation in the sugarhouse. 

 

FRESH MUSIC TO BOIL BY: 

 Florence and the Machine Lungs 

 William Elliott Whitmore 

  

April 12 – Day Nineteen 

WEATHER: A fair day with a sharp north wind, high near 50 degrees. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? Wind from the north, sap flows forth. After yesterday’s high of 68, we did not 

expect much of a run today, but the wind turned around to the north and worked its magic. 

 

BOILING STATUS: We went into the day thinking it would be the last boil (yesterday’s sap). When 

will we ever learn that sugar season is not over until it’s over? 

 

SAP SWEETNESS: Low octane, 1.8 %. 

 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=276
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OVERHEARD: 

“We’re collecting sap,” said the sugarer brightly, trotting in from the sap shed. “Wait,” said the stoker, 

“haven’t we been collecting sap all along?” 

“Did you understand what he meant by……?” “No, you’re not supposed to.” 

“The only reason I shower is to get the chunks off.” 

 

April 15, Day Twenty-One – Still Boiling 

 

A WHITE FROST last night, and the sap ran well today. 

 

KEEPING THE SEASON GOING, in part, is the latest technology. 

Below is a photo of the check valve adapter, a fancy name for the 

type of spout we’re using. It fits into a 5/16″ taphole. A ball and cage 

mechanism prevents sap from washing back into the taphole and 

contaminating it with bacteria, the agent responsible for drying up 

the tap. 

 

On Monday afternoon the temp rose to a staggering 68 degrees, an 

event likely to kill the season, in our experience. But the sap has been 

running all week despite no freezing nights (until last night and 

tonight). The check valve adapters? 

 

 The adapters are replaced every year; they connect to the tubing 

via a piece called the stubby that we twist or hammer over the 

adapter. These photos are from early March on upper Keystone. 

There is still a good 

snow pack up here of 

crusty corn snow, 

melted in wells 

around the base of 

the trees. 
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April 16 – Scrounging 

 

WEATHER: Another white frost last night, a chilly overcast day with powerful SE winds, snow falling 

by dusk. 

 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? Pretty well, despite the unfavorable wind. The run choked off at dusk when 

the temp dipped to 30 and then resumed an hour later as the temp rose back to 32. 

 

SAP SWEETNESS: 1.6% 

 

BOILING STATUS, or simmering status, depending on which pile of wood we stoke with: We ran out 

of dry wood and have scrounged to find some to buy. Got a little from three different guys. Sugar 

season does not end when you run out of wood. 

 

BARREL STATUS: We ran out of barrels, or drums, and made two trips this past week to fetch more. 

Sugar season does not end when you run out of drums. 

 

SATURDAY from Eleven: 

 No snow at all 

 Buds like fat raindrops at the end of each twig 

 Intimidating afternoon wind rocks Eleven and all the others, crown and trunk both. Her lithe limbs 

feather-dust the sky. 

 

DESCRIBING THE extremely LATE SEASON STEAM: woody, tootsie rollish, licoricy, candyish, buddy, 

back to woody. ”I don’t know… not tootsie rolls, but what?” “The smell used to be the best part of 

the job and now it’s the worst.” 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: Says our 82-year old neighbor who sugars up the road with his son and 

grandson, “I remember back in ’75 we started boiling April 12 and kept going ’til April 26. And ’61 was 

another late year.” 

 

April 18 – Surpassing 1992 

 

WE’VE WONDERED FOR NINETEEN YEARS if we would ever have a season like 1992 when we had 

nearly a three-week string of freezing nights in April and made .52 gallons per tap, ending on April 18, 

the latest date we have ever boiled. Sometime today we passed the yield-per-tap record, and if we 

boil again we’ll break the latest-date record. The weather in ’92 was more storybook; the technology 

in 2011 is more textbook. Still -small or big, low-tech or high - most everyone in northern Vermont 

is making a bumper crop from what I hear. 
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DAY TWENTY-THREE, HOUR SIXTEEN BOILING SONG: 

This is the season that never ends, it just goes round and round my friends; just when you…thought 

the sap would finally…stop its run, it surges…through the lines and you know…you’re not done; this 

is the season that never ends, it just goes round and round my friends; just when you…thought that 

you could finally…get some rest, then Mother…Nature’s wind starts flowing…from the west; this is 

the season that never ends, it just goes round and round my friends; just when you…think you’re 

making the last…syrup draw, the weather…takes a turn and you just…hem and haw; this is the season 

that never ends, it just goes round and round my friends; just when what…all you want to see is 

summer leaves, all that you…hear is snow a-melting…from the eaves; this is the season that never 

ends, it just goes round and round my friends; this sticky business is the…one we’re in, all this…maple 

syrup really makes us grin; this is the song that never ends, it just goes round and round my 

friends…………. 

 

QUOTE OF THE DAY: Syrup is a passenger, not a vehicle; only in the sugarhouse is syrup a vehicle. 

 

April 19 – Another Day 

 

WEATHER: No more white frosts, mostly sunny today, temp in the high 40′s. 
 

HOW’S IT RUNNING? It is running less clear than it has the past few days. We’re collecting sap and 

will boil tomorrow. 

 

FROM ELEVEN: Surveying Eleven’s crown amid the crowns of her close neighbors, it strikes me that 

each tree knows its boundaries. As they grow, these maples accommodate each other; the peripheral 

branches intermingle but do not tangle. These maples give each other space. 

 

WHEN IS SUGAR SEASON OVER? According to a man with deep roots in this valley, sugar season isn’t 

over until the fat lady sings. 

 

MACRO: The fat lady is warming up off stage. 

 

MICRO: 

 The mud on the middle driveway has nearly dried up. 

 I can walk to the sap shed across firm ground. 

 Red maple buds resemble popcorn. 

 The hills sure do look reddish-purple from the road. 

 I can see the garden again; I can smell the earth. 

 A boy skateboards down the middle of a busy road. 

 The air……there is something in the air. 
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April 20 – Without complaining or taking a day off 

 

WEATHER: April 20th – rainy, high in the upper 30′s. April 21 – snowy, high in the lower 30′s. 
 

BOILING STATUS: We boiled April 20th; the sap was from the previous day. 

 

SUBMITTED BY OUR STOKER FROM MARYLAND (fill in the blanks): 

_______ gallons of syrup at 11 pounds/gallon equals _____ pounds of syrup. That is 26.4 tons of syrup. 

If each draw was 4 gallons, that is ______ draws, each weighing 44 pounds. The stainless steel bucket 

carried all of it without complaining or taking a day off. Also, _____ gallons of syrup required 206,400 

gallons of sap. 

 

MUSIC TO BOIL BY: 

 Jerry Garcia Band with Dave Grisman 

 John Prine’s song “Paradise” 

 more of William Elliott Whitmore 

 

April 22 – It’s Over 

 

 

THE SEASON officially ended for us this morning when the sap did not clear up after last night’s “gray” 

frost. No one is surprised, of course; the buds have popped. What a relief to no longer be in limbo! 

THE FAR CORNER OF THE SUGARHOUSE: As you enter the sugarhouse, to the left is the smokestack 

ascending from the end of the arch. The arch is 12′ by 4′, so walk the 12 feet to the other end of the 

arch and you are at the firebox. Turn to your left and walk 2 feet: the thick black firebox door will be 

on your left, a pile of wood for stoking the arch will be on your right. Behind the wood are doors to 

the woodshed. All of this you will notice readily. The sugarhouse is built into the bank, so the wall 

facing you is cement up to about 6 feet, and above that a re a row of high windows. 

 

In the dark corner behind the wood are the medieval tools, black and silent. There is the heavy black 

iron rake used for scraping the ashes off the grates; it is a right-angled piece of iron with an 8-foot 

pole. There is the heavy black flue brush, much longer and with a doughnut-shaped brush at the end. 

There is a crowbar and a black square shovel. 

 

To clean the ashes, you will want to put on the sooty Johnson wool jacket, the sooty wool hat to 

match, ratty old gloves and a face mask. Grab a flashlight and drag the ashes bucket around to the 

firebox. Reach for the long heavy rake n the corner, then open the bulky door to the firebox. It will 

creak and groan. Drag the rake across the thick grates, slowly, rhythmically, clankily, feeling your way, 

scraping across centuries of fireboxes and ashes. 

 

WOODS CLEANUP begins tomorrow. 
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April 29 Update 

 

WEATHER: Violent thunderstorms this past week, causing flooding and washing out roads and bridges. 

Several of the buckets at our water stations for woods cleanup got swept away in the flash flood, a 

minor incident compared with the damage to public bridges. 

 

WOODS CLEANUP continues, tree by tree. Next week, photos. 

 

THIS TOO IS SUGARING: During the boiling season everything seems possible; the next few 

weeks nothing seems possible, including blog maintenance. 

 

May 5 – Spring Beauties 

 

 

 

Spring Beauties 

 

IRREPRESSIBLE, DAY ONE: Today begins a series of photos of flowers we saw last week while visiting 

every tree to remove its tap. Only now does the sun reach the forest floor; the garden of petite 

flowers gracing the base of the maples flourishes in the blink of an eye. 

 

UNPLUGGED. FEBRUARY 17 – MAY 2: The charge I described in the prologue held from the day 

tapping began, Feb. 17th until 2:00 pm on May 2nd when the last tap was knocked out. Hooray! 

(BUT CLEANUP will continue for another three weeks.) 
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May 6 – Trout Lilies 

 

IRREPRESSIBLE, DAY TWO:   

Aptly named the Trout Lily,  

this flower poked up at the   

same time as the Spring Beauties.   

They are both still blooming.   

Another name for the Trout Lily   

is Dog Tooth Violet, but it is not   

a member of the violet family. 

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

  

  

  

  

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=373
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=376
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Growing Together 

 

Looking down on the garden of Spring 

Beauties and Trout Lilies at the base of a 

sugar maple.  The tap has been pulled from 

the tree, the drop line rinsed and the stubby 

twisted onto the little nub. Only part of the 

coil of the drop line shows in this photo. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

May 8 – The Violets 

 

 

Hugging the earth, the yellow violets 

 

This photo appeared on the Spring Beauties post, but alas, it is a violet. 

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=386
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=397
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=387
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May 9 – Dutchman’s Britches 

 

Hanging out to dry 

 

IRREPRESSIBLE SERIES, continued: If this 

flower were not called Dutchman’s Britches, 

would I love it as much? 

 

BRITCHES or BREECHES? I grew up with 

“britches” and noted with surprise that both 

wildflower guidebooks I consulted call it 

“breeches. ” According to the dictionary 

they are clear synonyms of each other, so I 

will stick with my childhood preference. 

Both guidebooks note that this flower grows 

in rich woods. Apparently our woods are 

rich, we are rich with rich woods - I knew 

this all along. 

 

MILESTONE DAY: We’re out of the woods; all the tubing work is complete; the mainlines have been 

sealed up for the summer. Hooray!!! 

 

 

May 11 – Trillium 

  

 Our woods abound with both the Painted 

Trillium in the first photo and the Red 

Trillium in the second. Every part of a 

trillium comes in threes. 

 

A common name for red trillium 

is Stinking Benjamin. It is an “ill-scented” 

flower. A more pleasing name for it 

is Wake Robin. One field guide mentions 

that several spring-flowering plants are 

called wake robins, but I have no idea 

which ones other than trillium. 

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=406
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=412
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=407
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=414
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THINGS DRYING in the SUN on the PICNIC TABLE:  

 Copper pipes and elbows 

 Thick black connector hoses with their clamps 

 A square stainless steel trough attached to a copper 

tube 

 Filter press “waffles” about a foot square, stainless 

 Filter press “spacers”, like heavy thick picture frames 

with a loop at the top, stainless 

 Blue rubber gloves, orange insulated rubber gloves, 

cheap yellow rubber gloves, bulky black rubber 

gloves 

 A threaded blue tube and its gasket ring 

 Metal scoops, metal spoons, metal float box 

apparatus 

 Dish rags wet from wiping down sap tanks 

 A shop-vac hose, very long, very wet inside 

 Ten-year-old Joe’s little leather-and-cloth work gloves 

 

 

 

 

 

 

May 14 – Halo of the Woods 

 

This is Witch Hobble in blossom. Witch 

Hobble thrives in parts of our woods as 

undergrowth, rambly and gawky when not 

leafed out, like collections of moose antlers 

stuck into the earth. 

 

I think first of the witch hobble growing 

on Haystack, the gentle knob of forest close 

toThe Cache, a wooden storage box up 

at The Saddle. Back in the early eighties we 

hung 300-400 buckets up here, having to 

haul them in our arms half a mile up a steep 

woods road. Haystack has only a few maples 

but lots of witch hobble, growing three to 

four feet high, tricky to walk through. unless buried in snow. I have felt annoyed at times but 

also amused by this clumsy plant. The moose like it too, too much in fact; I have not found flowers 

recently on the Haystack patches because the moose have chewed off all the twigs with blossoms. 

 

Driving along Route 108 near Mt. Mansfield and Smuggler’s Notch this afternoon, I was startled to see 

how abundant the “halos of the woods” were among the trees on the edge of the woods. Possibly it is 

a heavy blossom year. Their beauty is subtle from a distance, remarkable up close. 

 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=427
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=413
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=428
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May 15 – Sugar Maples in Bloom 

 

 

From floodlit to spotlit,  

four photos of maple flowers 

 

  

  

  

What a year for maple blossoms! It has been about five years since I have seen such a profusion of 

these tassels. It will be a heavy seed year. 

 

CREDIT: All photos in this blog are the work of Lew Coty. 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=440
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=447
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=446
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=445
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 May 16 – Red Maples in Bloom 

  

 

The red maple flowers emerge earlier than 

those of the sugar maple. Everything about 

the red maple comes earlier: budding, 

flowering, seeding, turning color in the 

autumn, leaves falling. This is an archival 

photo that might have been taken ten days 

ago. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Next, the seed pods form. The correct term 

for these is samara: dry, single-seeded, 

winged fruit that, when released, twirl away 

like helicopters. Note the serrated edge of the 

leaves, characteristic of red maples. 

 

  

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=450
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=451
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=452
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May 19 – Mystery Photo 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

What is it? Find out tomorrow. 

 

 

May 20 – Put to Bed 

 

IRREPRESSIBLE SERIES, Final Tableau: Another belle of 

the rich woods, Foamflower(Tiarella cordifolia) – such a 

fanciful, feminine Latin name. On the page foamflower 

appears in Peterson’s Field Guide, the heading is 

“Terminal clusters, fragile flowers, miscellaneous leaves.” 

Note how the leaves resemble maple leaves. 

 

MYSTERY PHOTO, revealed: Moss, a closeup of moss! I 

wish I could say more about this particular moss, but alas, 

I cannot. 

 

DRYING ON THE PICNIC TABLE: Eleven rubber gloves 

turned halfway inside-out, four grungy sponges, one pair 

scissors, an old apron without its ties, six T-shirt rags, two 

mop handles, nine dish rags from dingy to black, one 

youth ski glove, one baseball cap. 

 

RACING THE DAFFODILS: I set two goals for cleanup: being done by May 20th which is one month 

from the last boil, and being done before the daffodils wilt away. The cool rainy weather of late 

extended the daffodil season AND kept the cleanup crew quick on our feet, so WE MADE IT! 

Just as SUGAR SEASON (la maladie du printemps) has a beginning, a middle and an end, so does this 

BLOG. The pans are put to bed now; the blog must follow suit, bowing out of the living room with 

this sonnet: 

http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=470
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?p=419
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=424
http://nebraskaknoll.com/blog3/?attachment_id=471
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A May Morning in the Sugarhouse 

Slosh of water in the plastic pail, 

Backs bent, arms like pistons, scrubbing. 

Glugg of grimy water down the drain, 

Black as molasses with wood ash and burnt sugar. 

Grunts of smudgy-cheeked ladies shuffling 

Across cement with cumbersome syrup pan, 

Fleecy blue socks poking out of black Tevas. 

Pete Seeger belting from boom box, If I Had a Hammer. 

On the bank beyond, jaunty daffodils, 

The twitter of sparrows in the apple tree, 

Maples in blossom, pale blossoms dangling 

Like earrings, shimmering in the mist. 

The greening of grass, yes, and the warm thin rain, 

And Arlo Guthrie, yes, booming out Amazing Grace. 

  

  


